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VISTA INTERACTIVE TELEVISION FOR HOTELS

SYSTEM TOPOLOGY

VISTA itv is an interactive Tv system specially
designed for Hotels, offering information and
entertainment services to improve in-room
guest´s experience!

The system consist in a special range of hardware and software that works
over the hotel network platform. Central servers and IPTV to control and transmit IPTV signals, as well as IPTV terminal and remote control for room´s TV,
energy control module are optional for energy savings and guest comfort.

WELCOME CHANNEL
This channel tunes automatically every time the guest turn
the TV, regardless the cannel it was tuned last time. Good
for hotel branding and bring special information to guests,
ideal for event´s Schedule, special restaurant menus

PAY PER VIEW*
Our PPV service includes a cutting edge technology 4
channels generator along with the best Hollywood and
Adult content available for hospitality market, this service
allows guests to “open” extra channels to enhance the regular channel lineup offered by the hotel as “Free To Guest”
programming.

Improve your hotel´s
services and
operations with

LANGUAGES
Guest will be able to choose the language for all the information screens as well as sub-titles in movies. PMS interface also can retrieve the guest´s language and automatically set it as checkout.
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HOUSE KEEPING

PARENTAL CONTROL

House Keeping staff can use the TV set to report the room
status (clean, dirty, something broken or damaged, etc…)
this feature is faster and easier to use than the telephone
and allows to report more information valuable to departments as maintenance, IT, etc…

Guest will be able to block direct access to adult content
or any service with purchase involved, this control is also
used as corporate or group rates where interactive service
are not included or not allowed.

VIRTUAL CITY TOUR*
MAINTENANCE CONTROL
Related to House keeping, this feature store all the reports
of failures in rooms, setting the date and time of the report,
this way maintenance manager can dispatch the service
and measure the time of response and solution, closing the
case in the system when is solved. Our VISTA itv solution
is also a General Room Maintenance Control System!

Interactive informational screens with details for every city
attractions, divided by categories as “Night Live”, Shopping, Museums, Banks, Parks and many others. Virtual
City Tour helps the guests to be well informed with the
confidence of visiting a place recommended by the hotel.
For hotel is a clear financial and operational advantage,
reducing phone calls and concierge duties.

VistaCloud CONTENT MANAGER

HOTEL INTERACTIVE GUIDE

VISTA itv content is managed over a Cloud based content
manager system, allowing administrators to upload all the
content in system for one or a group of hotels (text, images,
videos, rss source, messages and other system settings)

VISTA itv brings a fully interactive hotel guide in order to
allow guests to learn in detail about all the hotel services
and facilities, similar to Virtual City Tour, but with the ability to make reservations, ask for room upgrades or any
other assistance guest might need.

LOCAL SYSTEM ADMIN CONSOLE

VIRTUAL SHOPPING*

Local console allows installers and maintenance to monitor
every TV set installed in hotel network, also retrieve information regarding communication between VISTA itv server
and TV sets, Change TV sets, Install new TV sets, configure PMS interface, guest system usage, and many others.

Just like an On Line Store but better!!! Guest can buy
products or services at any time from their rooms and pay
with its same hotel accounts. This platform requires a logistic and commercial operation in order to have products
in stock available at the hotel. Local VISTA integrator can
develop this business.
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EMERGENCY CHANNEL

WEATHER

The Emergency Channel system is able to turn every TV
ON in the hotel Tv network and display the emergency details (Fire, Earthquake, riots, etc), Vista offers integration
services to develop interfaces with hotel security systems.

Fast and Easy! Guests can consult local weather forecast
and any other city in the world. Our weather app is optimized by LG for VISTA itv solutions.

NEWS
CORPORATE / GROUP CHANNEL*
VISTA itv system is able to generate a private TV channel
for a group of rooms, regardless room locations, this system is ideal for Corporate, Tours or Family Groups. Customers brings their content and hotel activate the service to
transmit their content to their rooms.

Guest can review local and international news using our
friendly interactive application. We realized that travelers
have to charge their mobile devices after a working or
pleasure day...This “OFF LINE” time is covered by VISTA

EXPRESS CHECKOUT

Guest will be able to navigate any Internet site with the TV,
run useful applications as Google Maps, Emails, Social
networks and any other site.

Guest can review its room account with details, also activate the Express checkout the night before leaving, this
feature saves plenty of time to guests and operational
costs to hotel, improving guest experience and hotel efficiency.

ROOM CONTROL MODULE*

GUEST SATISFACTION SURVEY

With VISTA itv room control module, guest can turn Lights
ON and Off, set room status as “Do Not Disturb / Make Up
Room”, control curtains, turn coffee machine On and many
others.

Hotel can configure a survey to be filled by guest in a very
comfortable way, The survey result is sent in real time to
managers according to guests opinions. This real time
system allows the hotel to improve services while guests
still staying in.

INTERNET ACCES*

MESSAGING
Guests receive on the TV, all messages from hotel staff,
giving valuable information regarding visitors passing by,
phone calls, special invitations for happy hours or any other
event, every message the hotel needs to send to one or all
guests. This system is perfect to stop distributing printed
material to rooms.
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MINI BAR INVENTORY CONTROL
This is a back office application that allows Mini bar staff
to set guest consumption using a TV app in real time, results are stored and also to PMS (optional). This feature
improve minibar information managing.
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